JAC’s Fiscal Year 2020-21 Annual Report
Upcoming Events
Wednesday Night Network Gatherings
Since the start of the pandemic, we have been hosting weekly Zoom gatherings to
strengthen our community and provide support and learning opportunities for
people whose work or curiosity is focused at the intersection of the arts and justice.
We explore ways in which we, as artists, advocates, and allies, can inspire action on
the outside and continue to provide people inside with opportunities for creative
expression. Our gatherings alternate between full group dialogue, guest
presentations, and activities that deepen our sense of connection with each other
and across our network. If you are interested in getting involved, and/or in joining our
community listserv to receive announcements about these events and others, please
email katherine@thejusticeartscoalition.org.

Gallery of the month
As we begin to migrate into the new year, we wanted to highlight work by artists
within our network that reflect common themes of movement and freedom despite
the confines of land, territorial and physical boundaries.
For many, birds represent this freedom, and their creation, an illustration of the way
in which one’s spirit, voice, and heart’s expression can never truly be confined. From
sketches to oil paintings, you will find that as you view this gallery, there is a diverse
array of this expression and of what it means to be free.
Although the end of a year is coming, we look to find hope in the subsequent one.
To view more nature-related art, check out one of our previously curated galleries:
Nature/Wildlife .
We hope you enjoy this month’s gallery: Birds of Freedom .

Black Capped Chickadee #3 , by Joshua Earls

Artist Spotlights
LIVE FROM THE CELL BLOCK: Will Livingston and His Silk Screen
Machine - Book Preorder
Live from the Cell Block , published by The Brick of Gold Publishing Company in
collaboration with JAC, tells the remarkable story of artist and musician Will
Livingston , a longtime member of JAC's network, and the equally remarkable body
of work he created in the most unlikely circumstances. Early on in his time in prison,
Will built a silk screen machine and began making concert posters for his favorite
bands. Live from the Cell Block includes all of Will’s concert posters, as well as essays
from Adrian Brune, a journalist who has covered Will’s story, and JAC's founding
director Wendy Jason. This book is scheduled for release in April of 2022, but we
encourage you to preorder a copy of your own here . To see more of Will's artwork,
follow him here and here .

Artist Spotlight Blog: Harold Johnson
Harold Johnson says he uses his work to help him pass the time. Identifying as
“Kiowa, Comanche, Delaware, and Seminole,” he picked up an interest for art from
his father, an artist known as Whitewolf. Growing up in New Mexico, he’d watch his
dad, brother, and other artists create “something out of nothing,” whether it was
written work or visual art.
Now, creating art is Harold's tool for escaping his daily reality, drawing & writing at
his desk when everyone else is asleep, letting the world fall away into the backdrop
as he listens to the music that fuels him. Despite his experience with what he
describes as "a slow death sentence behind bars" , Harold continues to push forward
and remain hopeful – this attitude is what speaks to his “spirit and life.” Hope is
what keeps him going. Learn more about Harold's story on JAC's blog , and view
more of his incredible work at his portfolio page .

For Pamela , by Harold Johnson

Advocacy Opportunities
#ProtectPrisonMail Petition
On March 1st of 2020 a pilot program was initiated in 104 Texas prisons which
significantly increased the restrictions on mail being sent inside, as discussed in
this article by Keri Blakinger of The Marshall Project . Since then, similar mail
restriction programs & initiatives began appearing across numerous states, and
now under The Biden Administration, the federal Bureau of Prisons has begun
implementing a pilot program of their own run through the for-profit Smart
Communications company. Under this program, incoming mail is redirected to
Smart Communications, where greeting cards, letters, and other personal
correspondence are digitally scanned and then completely destroyed. Incarcerated
recipients can then only read their mail as a poor quality scan, on the screen of
shared kiosks in public areas of the prison, or on a tablet provided by Smart
Communications.

"This program is cruel, unnecessary, and a threat to privacy. It is also a potential
boon for Smart Communications." This statement originates from a petition
created by Just Detention International , and it perfectly encapsulates the honest
nature of the gain to be had by this company at the expense of the incarcerated.
That is why we hope that you are willing to sign that petition , and pass it and its
message along to your friends, family, and colleagues, and that you will share it
across whatever communication networks you have at your disposal.

#ENDTHEEXCEPTION
Those aware of the 13th amendment know that when it was passed in 1865 it
abolished slavery and most other forms of involuntary servitude. What some may
not realize is that within this amendment there exists clause that enabled the
continued existence of slavery and involuntary servitude in the case of these
practices being implemented as punishment for crime. Considering the current
state of America's carceral system, and the make-up of the population impacted to
the greatest degree by that system, there is a strong case for the argument that
slavery was never truly abolished, but that it now instead goes by another name.
However, there exists a means of recourse for correcting this grievously
unconstitutional and immoral flaw. #ENDTHEEXCEPTION is a campaign launched
by the Abolish Slavery National Network and Worth Rises in connection with over
50 other partner organizations which aims to raise public awareness about and
help pass the proposed Abolition Amendment originally introduced by Senator
Jeff Merkley of Oregon and Representative Nikema Williams of Georgia . This
amendment would close the slavery loophole in the 13th Amendment, and it is now
possible for you to help by signing #ENDTHEEXCEPTION petition here .

How can JAC amplify your efforts to stop inhumane practices in prisons
& restore incarcerated peoples' rights? Let us know!

It's a Wrap!
2021 wasn't an easy year, by any stretch of the imagination. We all experienced
losses, confronted fears, and witnessed the suffering of people we care about. As
the year draws to a close, we're giving our grief some room to breathe but also
taking moments to savor our accomplishments. Take a journey through JAC's year
and see what we're celebrating: JAC 2021 Wrapped .

The JAC community would like to give a special thank you to
the volunteers across the country who helped us send holiday
greetings to the over 400 artists in our network.

Volunteers from Books for Prisoners San Diego writing holiday letters to JAC network artists.

Get Involved with JAC!
Fill out our Volunteer Survey!
Join The pARTner Project!

Donate
Your donation helps to support our work, strengthen our infrastructure, and provide
services to our community. Click here to make a one time donation. If you'd like to
become a JAC sustaining member with a recurring donation click here to find out
more!

Missed JAC's Art For A New Future: 2021 National Convening?
If you're interested in watching the recordings of the sessions, you can gain access to
the entire collection of over 30 recordings of workshop, performance, and panel
discussions by donating $50 or more .

News & Resources from Across our Network
Abolitionist Study Guide from Critical Resistance
The Digital Abolitionist : Resources on prison-industrial complex (PIC) abolition
JAC Resource Library : Research, writing, and media on the intersections of justice
and the arts
Just Media : An open access archive of films, documentaries, and other content
meant to serve as a media literacy tool for topics and stories of the carceral state
The Press In Prison : Scalawag Media's digital guide for teaching newsgroups how to
incorporate the work of incarcerated writers in the form of journalism

